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Insights

Keyword Phrases Analysis
A keyword is a single word used as a search query, a keyword phrase is two or more words
typed as a search query. Below are few examples.
➡ 2 phrase
A group of two words are considered as 2 phrase
keyword, like "Online Marketing”.
➡ 3 phrase
A group of Three words are considered as 3
phrase keyword, like "Online Marketing Strategy”.
➡ 4 phrase
A group of Four words are considered as 4 phrase
keyword, like "Online Email Marketing Strategy”.

Keyword Analysis Report

No of Keywords
It is clearly visible that 2, 3 & 4 phrases

Sum of Impressions
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keywords are contributing more in terms
of impressions in Google SERPs. Thus, it
is recommended to focus on keywords
having 2, 3 & 4 phrases for an effective
presence in Google SERPs.
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The above graph represents the set of keywords distributed on the basis of search phrases with their
respective sum of impressions for each set. The further breakdown of keyword analysis is explained in
the next slide.

Breakdown Of Phrases Keywords
PHRASES

2 Phrase Keywords

POSITION
TREND

NO. OF
KEYWORDS

AVERAGE
POSITION

AVERAGE
CTR

TOTAL
IMPRESSIONS

1 to 10

54

6.03

10.63%

2,254

11 to 20

34

16.32

3.21%

1,782

21 to 30

32

25.31

2.55%

1,170

31 to 40

37

35.05

0.14%

3,222

41 to 50

20

43.30

0.52%

175

Above Page 5

31

165.64

5.00%

178
The table represents the Average

3 Phrase Keywords

4 Phrase Keywords

1 to 10

67

6.52

12.70%

1,760

11 to 20

63

16.33

3.57%

1,120

21 to 30

79

25.16

2.12%

1,785

31 to 40

86

35.37

0.66%

2,021

41 to 50

51

44.37

0.14%

331

Above Page 5

50

142.88

0.00%

216

1 to 10

55

7.02

6.93%

1,282

11 to 20

35

15.45

7.74%

481

21 to 30

33

26.03

0.78%

428

31 to 40

49

35.63

2.00%

461

41 to 50

40

44.32

0.00%

112

Above Page 5

17

17.35

6.00%

33

CTR along with other calculative
metrics obtained from 2, 3
& 4 phrases keywords. The next
slide covers the next steps for
optimising these keywords.

Next Steps For Phrases Keywords
Insights
The data clearly shows up that 2 & 3 phrases keywords ranking in the range of 1 to 10 position are gaining maximum CTR. Whereas, other keywords are failing to
gain impressions & CTR effectively as they are falling on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th page of search engine. For 4 phrases keywords, the data clearly shows up that
keywords ranking in the range of 1 to 10 and 11 to 20 positions are gaining maximum CTR (total 14% Approx).

Next Steps
There is a great scope of improvement for the keywords which are ranking on the 2nd, 3rd & 4th pages.
To improve current CTR, we recommend performing proper keyword research and adding the best keyword in the content to gain good ranking
position on the 1st page.

Impact
Once we optimise such keywords, we will hopefully notice an improvement in organic trafﬁc trend month over month.

Transaction Analysis

The next slide covers the detailed insights and next steps.

Transaction Analysis
Insights
The 1st table on the above slide showcases the transaction details from the home, category and sub category landing pages. Whereas, the 2nd table showcases
the transaction details from the product landing pages.
The ratio of transactions completed by the organic users landed on product pages is pretty low as compared to the users who landed on home, category or
subcategory pages. Considering the above scenario, we have noticed and assumed that most of the transactions happening via organic channel are from brand
searches or category searches instead of direct products.

Next Steps
Octos recommends optimising all the product pages by adding proper page title conventions to include product based keywords, product description, heading
tags and alt tags on product images. Moreover, adding product markups and writing catchy meta descriptions with a call to action will help in improving the CTR
of product pages. All these things eventually help the product pages to rank well on their respective product keywords and can add more part towards the
transactions through the organic channel in Google Australia.

Impact
By optimising the product page, it will help in improving the visibility of these pages in search engines.

Organic Trafﬁc Analysis

Findings

Recommendations

Octos has observed that the ratio of trafﬁc and

Octos recommends optimising the responsive (mobile) version of the website by making it more

transactions from Mobile device is low as compared to

user friendly and compatible with all the mobile devices. This will increase the visitor engagement

Desktop. Moreover, the bounce rate of mobile visits is

and can also decrease the bounce rate. After optimization we can keep track on conversions to

high as compared to desktop visits. This clearly

monitor the impact of mobile website optimization. A detailed recommendations for mobile

showcase that the mobile visitors are leaving the site

website optimization is provided in the Slide# 43 (GOOGLE PAGESPEED

without buying the products and also not engaging for

SCORE - MOBILE).

more time which results in comparatively high bounce
rate and low conversion rate.

Impact
After optimising the mobile version, visits and transaction will increase month
over month from the mobile devices.

Paid Keyword Analysis

Insights

Recommendations

The above table represents a list of paid keywords with their

We recommend optimising the landing pages of the keywords identiﬁed to capture the organic visibility.

respective impressions, clicks, average cpc, total cost and

With this approach, we will rather utilise the investment in other high paying CPC keywords or campaigns

organic ranking.

and get the most conversions.

Impact
This practice will help utilising the budget in a more organised way and hopefully more conversions with better ROI.

Long Tail Keyword

Long tail keywords are key phrases that are more speciﬁc and
usually longer than more commonly searched keywords. Long
tail keywords get less search trafﬁc, but will usually have a
higher conversion value, as they are more speciﬁc.

Long Tail Keyword Opportunity
No. of Keywords

Most of the long tail keywords are ranking in top 10 position, however, there is a great scope
of improvement for the keywords which are falling on page 2 and above.
Octos recommends optimising long tail keywords which are currently ranking above page 5

100

at an initial level. This approach will help in improving their visibility from current positions to
4th, 3rd or 2nd pages gradually. This can be supported by off page factors of their respective
pages to improve their link value to acquire stronger positions organically.
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An example of long tail keyword opportunity on the respective webpage is shared in the next slide.

Long Tail Keyword Opportunity

The current landing page doesn't have enough content due to which Client is
missing a great opportunity of gaining organic visibility from the long tail
keywords. For example, the long tail keywords “solar panels for caravans” & “
portable solar panels” are not mentioned anywhere on the page.
Octos recommends adding unique content and include lacking keywords in the page

KEYWRODS

Keyword 1
Keyword 2

SEARCHES

RANKING

1,900

22

1,000

36

content and optimise it further so that we can get visibility on long tail keywords.
Impact:
By ﬁxing this we can improve the visibility of landing page in Google SERPs by
ranking for long tail keywords.

Update A Blog
Onsite blogs tend to be seen more often by visitors, as
they boost your search engine rankings considerably.
The reason is because an onsite blog is easy to get to
from your home page, thereby making it more likely
that someone will click on it and ﬁnd your information.
Adding 2-3 new blog entries to your on-site blog each
week/month is the easiest and most natural way to add
fresh content to your site on an ongoing basis. If you
want to get ranked well in Google and the other search
engines, you simply cannot allow your website to sit
stagnantly.

High Impact
Recommendations

302 Domain Level Redirection
What is Redirection?
Redirection is the process of forwarding one URL to a different URL.
There are two main kinds of redirects: 301 and 302.

➡ 301 Redirection
A 301 redirect is a permanent redirect whichpasses between
90-99% of link juice (ranking power) to the redirected page. 301
redirect is the best method for implementing redirects on a
website and it is highly recommended for SEO.

➡ 302 Redirection
A 302 redirect or more commonly referred to as “temporarily
moved” is the redirection that doesn’t carry or pass the link value
to the new location.

302 Domain Level Redirection

Recommended
301 Redirect

The above screenshot highlights a redirect chain, where an URL goes through a loop of
multiple redirects. From an SEO perspective, this is not ideal.

Please refer to the recommended 301 redirect and
implement it in the .htaccess ﬁle. Below is the example of
301 redirect code.

301 Redirect Code

Impact: By ﬁxing this, it will help in passing the entire link
juice effectively and also reduces the page load time.

Title Tags optimization
A title tag is an HTML element that speciﬁes the title of a web page. Title tags are displayed on search engine results pages
(SERPs) as the clickable headline for a given result and are important for usability, SEO, and social sharing. The title tag of a
web page is meant to be an accurate and concise description of a page's content.

Title Tags optimization
Example of a Few Pages Which Require Title optimization
URL

CURRENT TITLE TAG

LENGTH

-

Christmas Lights

16

-

58CC Petrol Chainsaw

20

-

Right Size Solar Panel

22

Octos has identiﬁed a number of short
title tags – meaning they are not using
the character limit effectively.
A list of the pages that require revised
title tags has been provided in a
separate document, within the tab

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/shop-by-brand/hi-country

labeled, ‘Short Title Tags’ (Website
Meta Data).

Title tag placement

An example for two key pages with recommended title tags,
along with targeted keywords can be found in the next slide.

Title Tags optimization
Example 1
URLs

KEYWORDS

SEARCHES
The table highlights key pages with

-

-

christmas lights for sale

880

outdoor christmas lights

590

petrol chainsaw

170

buy chainsaw online

30

their respective target keywords.

Example 2
URLs

-

CURRENT TITLE TAG

LENGTH

OPTIMISED TITLE TAG

LENGTH

Christmas Lights

16

Beautiful Outdoor Christmas Buy 58CC

60

58CC Petrol Chainsaw

20

Petrol Chainsaw Online

31

The current titles are weak and fail to use the available character space effectively.
Please refer to the below table which shows the optimised title tag, within the character limit.
Impact: By ﬁxing this, we can hopefully expect an improvement in the organic month over month trend and
ranking.

Backlink Proﬁle

Backlinks are incoming links to a webpage. When a
webpage links to any other page, it is called a backlink. A
page with a lot of backlinks tended to rank higher on all
major search engines, including Google. It is important to
have backlinks from quality sites, and those backlinks
should be contextual.
If for example, you have a site about ﬁsh, and you are
creating links from other niche sites about
monkeys, these links will be of no use. Your goal
should be to get links from authoritative and
relevant sites.

Backlink Proﬁle

Findings:
The Anchor Text distribution for Client is 93% and 7% for non-brand
and brand respectively.
Recommendations:
Octos recommends acquiring more high-quality backlinks with
diversifying anchor text and keep the anchor text ratio around
60% & 40 % for the brand and non-brand respectively.

TOTAL
BACKLINKS

TOTAL
REFERRING
DOMAINS

.COM
DOMAINS

.COM.AU
DOMAINS

.ORG
DOMAINS

.ORG.AU
DOMAINS

.NET
DOMAINS

.EDU
DOMAINS

.US
DOMAINS

OTHERS

499

172

15

33

1

22

4

115

137

3,149

Findings: Client is having 3,149 Backlinks from 499 referring domains out of which maximum referring domains are of .com TLD.
Recommendations:
Octos recommends acquiring more diversiﬁed links from unique domains with .com.au ccTLD to establish a stronger link proﬁle.
Impact: Having a strong link proﬁle can be beneﬁcial in positioning website in top ranking position in Google.com.au.

Toxic Backlinks

Example Toxic Backlinks
DA

PA

SITE TYPE

ANCHOR TEXT

-

13

25

Resource

Petrol Inverter Camping Generator

-

10

12

Blog

Petrol Inverter Camping Generator

-

1

1

Blog

aussiedisposals.com.au

URLs

The above table represents few toxic backlinks which may harm overall backlink proﬁle of Client, This may expose Client to an algorithmic or
manual penalty which ultimately results in losing the organic visibility.
Octos recommends performing the detailed link audit to identify and remove such toxic backlinks.

Quality Backlinks

Example Quality Backlinks
DA

PA

SITE TYPE

ANCHOR TEXT

-

39

46

Press Release

website

-

34

45

Blog

10 times longer lasting

-

22

32

Blog

Click here

URLs

The above table represents few quality backlinks which are very crucial to make a link proﬁle strong and stable.
Having a strong link proﬁle can be beneﬁcial in positioning Client in top ranking position in Google.com.au.
Octos recommends acquiring such quality backlinks from diverse unique domain to make the link proﬁle strong.

Anchor Text Distribution

NON-BRANDED
ANCHOR TEXT DISTRIBUTION

BRANDED
ANCHOR TEXT DISTRIBUTION

ANCHOR TEXT

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

ANCHOR TEXT

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

cheap ﬂoor rugs

138

aussiedisposals

81

shag pile rugs

134

aussiedisposals.com.au

56

pool ﬁlters

115

aussie disposals

53

building tools

98

aussie disposals christmas lights

36

air compressor

80

aussie disposals pty ltd

6

The left side tables represents few anchor
text distribution which showcases that
majority of the link is made on non-branded
anchor text.
An ideal anchor text distribution should be
around 70% & 30% brand and non-brand
respectively.
Octos recommends updating non-branded
anchor text with branded one (where
possible). Octos can also provide detailed
anchor text analysis report upon request.

Content Gap

Content Gap refers to an issue when the home page or landing page of the website is not
optimised with potential keyword because of which there are least chances of that webpage
to rank in top 10 positions for those potential keywords in organic searches.

Content Gap

The category “Camping Equipment” is failing to target relevant keywords within the body
copy. For example: "camping equipment" is a competitive & relevant search term for the
Camping Equipment category page, which is not featured anywhere on the page, apart
from within the metadata & navigation. Although, “camping equipment” category page is
visible in the SERPs, it is not ranking in the top 10 results (currently rank on 15th position in
SERPs).
Octos recommend adding the targeted keyword within the body copy. It’s important to
note that due to semantic search this does not have to be an exact match of the term.

An example of a content gap for the Camping
Equipment category page is shared in the next slide.

Content Gap

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/camping-gear
KEYWORDS
camping equipment
buy camping equipment

SEARCH
VOLUME

EXISTING KEYWORD
REPETITION

ADDITIONAL KEYWORD
REPETITION

1,900

3 Times

2-3 Times

10

-

2 Times

The above table shows the recommended number of occurrence of keywords
in the ‘camping equipment’ category page. We have noticed similar instances
in other category pages as well. Octos recommends performing detailed
content gap analysis report to identify the pages and keywords which are
either low hanging or not ranking due to inadequate content.
Impact:
Adding the content on each category pages will help in improving the overall
visibility of the website.

Current category pages do not have any content,
thus, it is required to add unique content to capture
all the recommended keywords in the content.

Medium Impact
Recommendations

URL Canonicalisation

Canonical means the established authority on something.
Canonical tags are used to declare a single page as its own
source or for duplicate pages to reference their source /
originating page.
Search Engines use the canonical tag to combat duplicate
content issues and assign a search engine ranking value for
that content to the page designated as the source URL.

URL Canonicalisation

Example
URLs

PA

ANCHOR TEXT

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/

None

<link rel="canonical" href="http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/"/ >

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/camping-gear/

None

<link rel="canonical" href="http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/

backpacks-bags

Findings:
Canonical tags are not available in few of the pages of the website. Moreover, in
some of the pages, canonical tags are not deployed correctly. Canonical tags
inform search engines the preferred URL for a given page when there are
multiple URL versions resolving.
Recommendations:
Octos recommends implementing canonical tags for pages that resolve with
multiple URL variations to avoid duplicate content issues. Secondly, incorrectly
deployed canonical tags need to be ﬁxed. Few examples are shared in below
table for quick reference. A list of the pages that are missing canonical tags will
be provided in a separate document. (Client Meta Data).
Impact:
By ﬁxing these errors, it will help in reducing the bounce rate of the website.

camping-gear/backpacks-bags"/ >

Structured Data Markup

‘Structured data’ is marking up sites HTML to provide
detailed information about what the content on that page
is – it is designed for both humans and computers to
understand.
This audit looks for the presence of data, the robustness of
the technical implementation and gaps in data. For the
most part, we will focus on vocabulary from Schema.org or
microformats.org.
Implementing structured data brings the chance that you
may receive enhanced search results, such as rich snippets
and knowledge boxes – both of which present your site
above others in the search results.

Structured Data Markup

An example of structured data
markup for the homepage is
shared in the next slide.

Findings:
Octos doesn’t detect any structured data on the website.
Recommendations:
Octos recommends adding HTML markup such as Product, Video,
Reviews, etc in the respective pages of the website.
Impact:
Structured data helps Google understand the content on the website,
which can be used to display rich snippets in search results.

Structured Data Markup
Search Action Mark Up
<div itemscope itemtype="http://schema.org/WebSite">
<link itemprop="url" href="http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/"/>
<form itemprop="potentialAction" itemscope
itemtype="http://schema.org/SearchAction">
<meta itemprop="target"
content="http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/catalogsearch/
result/?q={query}"/>
<input itemprop="query-input" type="text" name="query"/>
<input type="submit"/>
</form>
</div>

RECOMMENDED MARKUPS

Organization
BreadcrumbList
Product
Sitelink Searchbox
Video
Website
Rating and Aggregate Rating
Reviews

Recommendations:
Octos recommends placing the
above shown structured data
markup code within the <head>
section of the Client’s homepage.

Findings:
Structured data markup is not incorporated. Having structured data markup implemented
will help with displaying this information in the search engine result pages which may
inﬂuence users to click-through; resulting in a higher CTR & lower bounce rate.

Independent Product URLs

An independent product URL is exactly that; one that is
not tied to any category page. This means the product
part of the URL is directly following the main domain
name, like the image below:

Independent Product URLs

Next slide covers the
recommended URL structure
for product pages.

Independent Product
URL Example

https://www.snowys.com.au/rv-shade-a
wning-extender

Independent Product URLs

Current Url Structure

Recommended Url
Structure

The current product page
URLs are not optimal as the
URL depth goes to the 4th
level which may dilute the
overall link juice distribution
and lower down the
importance of the product
page.

The optimal URL structure for
product pages should be like the one
above. The product URL which is
closer to the domain will get the
better link juice which ultimately
improves the organic ranking and
trafﬁc.

Google Pagespeed Score

Why it is important to optimise page load speed?
Google has conﬁrmed that page load speed is a ranking
factor in determining a site’s quality, and as such slow sites
are likely to be scored lower. Users also ﬁnd slow loading
pages an annoyance and could potentially leave the site if
the page does not load fast enough, especially on mobile
devices.

Google Pagespeed Score - Desktop

The PageSpeed score for desktop version is 46/100. Desktop
versions will need to be optimised further to improve their Page
Speed. Site speed is one of the major factors in Google’s ranking
algorithm. We recommend optimising the resources outlined as
Should Fix and Consider Fixing in the left screenshot.

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/?
url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aussiedisposals.com.au%2F&tab=d
esktop

Please refer the above URL that shows the complete list of elements that
need optimization to improve page loading speed.
Impact:
By ﬁxing this, it will reduce the loading time of pages.

Google Pagespeed Score - Mobile

The PageSpeed score for the mobile version is 41/100. Mobile
versions will need to be optimised further to improve their Page
Speed. Site speed is one of the major factors in Google’s ranking
algorithm. We recommend optimising the resources outlined as
Should Fix and Consider Fixing in the left screenshot.

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/?
url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aussiedisposals.com.au%2F&tab=
mobile

Please refer the above URL that shows the complete list of elements that
need optimization to improve page loading speed.
Impact:
By ﬁxing this, it will reduce the loading time of pages.

Low Impact
Recommendations

Robots.txt

What is Robots.txt?
The robots.txt is a text ﬁle that resides in the top level
folder on your web server. The purpose of the robots.txt
ﬁle is to provide some guidance to search engine
crawlers as to what should be crawled and indexed, and
what content should not be crawled.
In such a case, where you have misconﬁgured the
robots.txt it can have negative implications on your SEO.
It can lower your quality scores and search rankings.

Misconﬁgured Robots.txt

The role of the current robots.txt ﬁle is to
block search engines from crawling and
indexing unwanted pages. In the current
robots.txt ﬁle, the element user-agent has
been used multiple times due to which
unwanted pages are being accessed &
indexed in Search Engines.
Please refer an example of properly
optimised robots.txt available on right.
Impact:
Fixing this issue will help search engines to
get a faster crawling and indexation of their
website.

404 Errors

What Do 404 Errors Mean for SEO?
When a page URL no longer exists or is renamed, any
links directing to the original URL will return a 404 Not
Found error. it’s important to remember that Google’s
main priority in organic search is to deliver quality
results.
If it continually ﬁnds links to non-existent pages on a
site, Google will eventually piece together that the
website’s owner is not concerned with maintaining a
healthy user experience.

404 Errors

Octos recommends implementing 301 redirects to most relevant pages
having 404 errors, remove such URLs from XML ﬁle as well. The below
table shows the recommended URL that has to be redirected to the
current 404 URL. A list of the 404 error pages will be provided in a
separate document. (Client 404 Pages).
Impact:
By ﬁxing these errors, it will help in reducing the bounce rate of the
website.

Client has more than 1,700 not found (404) errors. These errors will
lower down the overall browsing experience of the website.

Example
CURRENT 404 URL

REDIRECT TYPE

RECOMMENDED URL

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/camping-gear/

301

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/camping-gear/ﬁrst-aid-and-safety/

301

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/camping-gear/cooking/

ﬁrst-aid-and-safety/saftey-sunglass-2
http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/camping-gear/
cooking/tin-billes-new

Meta Description optimization

Meta description tags, while not important to search engine
rankings, are extremely important in gaining user
click-through from SERPs. These short paragraphs are a
webmaster’s opportunity to advertise content to searchers
and to let them know exactly whether the given page
contains the information they're looking for.

Meta Description optimization

Most of the meta description are missing.

An example for two key pages with recommended meta description
tags can be found in the next slide.

Meta Description optimization

Example
CURRENT META DESCRIPTION

URLs

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au

-

/shop-by-brand/companion/

LENGTH

0

RECOMMENDED META DESCRIPTION

Milano metallic silver natural jute rug hand

LENGTH

162

woven size - 200x200, Free shipping, 12 month
warranty, 30 day money back. Buy Now from
Aussie Disposals & Pay Later!

http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au
/shop-by-brand/hi-country

-

0

Viva ultra modern anti static black oriental rugs
size - 330x240, Free shipping, 12 month
warranty, 30 day money back. Buy Now from
Aussie Disposals & Pay Later!

Octos recommends writing unique and relevant meta description tags for all these pages. Ensure a call to action
is present in the meta description tag. A list of the pages that require optimization of their meta description tags
will be provided in a separate document (Client Meta Data).
Impact:
By ﬁxing this we can expect an improvement in click through rate month over month.

161

Image optimization

What are the importance of Image Alt Tags?
Image Alt Tags help Google understand what the image is
about and whether it needs to be listed in the Google Image
Search Results. It is advisable to have tags on your main
images with links in the key pages as listed in the Information
Architecture.

Image optimization
https://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/

Recommendations:
Optimise images for search engines by including a descriptive and
keyword rich ALT attribute, especially when the image is used as a
link.

An example of ALT attributes is shown in the next slide.

A list of the pages that require optimization of image ALT tags has
been provided in a separate document
(Client Meta Data)
Impact:
Adding alt tags on the images will help in crawling and indexing
the
images of the website.

Image optimization
Example
IMAGES

CURRENT META DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED META DESCRIPTION

<img src="https://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/

<img

media/wysiwyg/catalogue_cta2.jpg"alt="">

src="https://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/media/wy
siwyg/catalogue_cta2.jpg"alt=“Camping
Catalogue">

<img src= "http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/

<img

media/catalog/product/cache/1/thumbnail/

src="http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/media/

100x125/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/e/n/e

catalog/product/cache/1/thumbnail/100x125/9df78e

ngel-smallbasket_1.jpg">

ab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/e/n/engel-smallbask
et_1.jpg" alt="Basket">

<img src="http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/

<img

media/catalog/product/cache/1/thumbnail/100x125/

src=“http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/media/

9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/h/a/hard-yak

catalog/product/cache/1/thumbnail/100x125/9df78e

ka-utilitygusset-workboot-hero-image.jpg">

ab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/h/a/hard-yakka-utilit
ygusset-workboot-hero-image.jpg"alt="Tracking
Shoes">

Please refer to the adjacent table which shows the recommended image attribute for three images on the website.
Octos have identiﬁed many of the images where the ALT attribute is not optimised.

Accelerated Mobile Pages

What is Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP)?
AMP stands for Accelerated Mobile Pages, a Googlebacked
project intended as an open standard for any publisher to have
pages load quickly on mobile devices.
The AMP Project was formally announced on Oct. 7, 2015, with
support from Google, Twitter, WordPress and several publishers
and other companies.
Those using AMP will already have their pages load fast, said by
Google.

Accelerated Mobile Pages

Findings:
Octos doesn't ﬁnd accelerated mobile pages in Client's website.
Recommendations:
Octos recommends creating AMP pages of the entire website. This will be beneﬁcial to mobile users
as AMP serve the mobile pages quickly.
Impact:
If a website has a valid AMP version then Google will direct the mobile users to AMP pages to serve
the mobile pages quickly.

Other
Recommendations

Open Graph Tag

Facebook's open graph is a powerful tool for brands, provided
they know how to use it. Facebook Open Graph tags can play
a large role in the way your content is perceived by Facebook
and a number of shares your content receives.
In addition, they can also affect the quality of your Facebook
shares from an SEO perspective.

Open Graph Tag Missing

Findings:
Open Graph Tags are missing on all pages of Client's website.
Recommendations:
Octos recommends implementing complete Open Graph tags across all the
pages. An example of a complete Open Graph tag is shown below.

Example Open Graph

Impact:
By ﬁxing this, it will help in generating trafﬁc from Facebook.

<head>
<meta property="og:locale" content="en_AU" />
<meta property="og:title" content=“Camping Gear, Work Clothing &amp;
Military Gear Online | Aussie
Disposals"/>
<meta property="og:type" content="Website"/>
<meta property="og:url" content="https://www.aussiedisposals.com.au"/>
<meta property="og:image"
content="https://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/skin/frontend/arw_sebian/aussie/
images/logo.png"/>
<meta property="og:site_name" content= “Aussies Disposals"/>
<meta property="og:description"
content="Aussie Disposals specialises in camping and outdoor equipment,
work wear, clothing, exarmy
surplus and hunting gear. Shop online or visit us in store!"/>
</head>11

Twitter Cards

Twitter Cards are tweets on steroids. In addition to your 140character message, you can include images, videos, audio,
and download links.
Twitter Cards are more attention grabbing than plain text
tweets and that is a huge plus in the over-saturated social
media world.

Twitter Cards Missing
Findings:
Twitter Cards are missing on all pages of Client's website.
Recommendations:
Implement complete Twitter Cards on all pages, wherever possible. Enabling
Twitter Card will help drive trafﬁc to speciﬁc pages on the site. An example
of a complete Twitter card is shown below.
Impact:
Twitter Cards attach photos, videos & media experience to Tweets that drive
trafﬁc to the website.

Example Twitter Cards

Example Product Card
<meta name="twitter:card" content="summary">
<meta name="twitter:site" content="@AussieDisposals">
<meta name="twitter:url" content=“https://twitter.com/AussieDisposals">
<meta name="twitter:title" content="Camping Gear, Work Clothing &amp;
Military Gear
Online | Aussie Disposals">
<meta name="twitter:description" content="Aussie Disposals specialises in
camping and outdoor equipment, work wear, clothing, ex-army surplus and
hunting gear. Shop online or visit us in store!">
<meta name="twitter:image"
content="https://www.aussiedisposals.com.au/skin/frontend/
arw_sebian/aussie/images/logo.png">

Trafﬁc Estimation

Trafﬁc Estimation

Based on historical monthly average trafﬁc growth, the natural growth would be 2% after 12 months. If a comprehensive
quality SEO campaign was to be executed, 2 growth trends would occur dependant on the level of execution:
• Moderate growth of 21% YoY with minimal SEO focus.
• High growth of 40% YoY with extensive SEO focus.
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